Bringing life to schools
Young students, regardless of age or size, deserve inspirational
and good ergonomic seating solutions to perform their best.
RBM chairs and tables add energy and enrich the ambience
of the room through new and fresh Scandinavian designs. The
wide range of products has several good solutions for public
environments, meeting rooms and open spaces and environments
where school students meet, share and learn.

RBM Noor Ballet and RBM Ballet Medium

RBM Noor 6060 and RBM Eminent tables

Creativity in school needs inspirational solutions
Every school needs an environment to inspire and stimulate creativity. A place
where students can work, learn and express themselves through art and music.
RBM’s wide range of furniture adds energy and provides a good atmosphere
with the feeling of lightness and flexibility.

RBM Ballet Medium functional classroom chairs and RBM Eminent tables

Silence, please.
In the school’s library, reading rooms and
examination halls the need for silence and
concentration is vital to perform.
RBM products have ergonomic qualities
that support the user to be attentive
and observant over the required
period of time.

RBM Low-back Bella chairs and RBM Twisted Little Star table

RBM Noor footbase chair models in study hall at Bergen University College

RBM Noor models with wooden legs in the cafeteria at Bergen University College

Lunch break, socialising in the dining room
Not only for eating. When we gather around a table to eat we share so much more than
a meal. We share thoughts, ideas, discussions and fragments of our day. Add to this
an inviting space that naturally brings young students closer and you have created the
perfect atmosphere of togetherness.

RBM Noor Ana and RBM Standard Folding Table

Classrooms for
cultivating experiments
and curiosity
Days of learning in classrooms can be
long and tough for young students. But
broadening our horizons and learning new
things can be one of the most rewarding
experiences in life.

RBM Noor 6060 and RBM Eminent tables

RBM furnitures are designed to promote
a natural posture and movement in
a seated working. Sitting comfort
that stands out in the segment. They
enable you to create environments
that encourage collaboration, learning,
sharing, relaxation or play. Because at
the end of the day, all that matters is an
enriched daily life at school.

RBM Ballet Medium functional classroom chairs and RBM Eminent tables

RBM Noor 6050 and RBM Eminent table

RBM Noor and RBM u-Connect

General meetings – meet up...
When the school’s community is gathered, RBM ensures that the large rooms
are equipped with high quality products with solid, comfortable and flexible
solutions and inspirational colours.
In learning environments, conference areas and eating spaces furniture is
frequently reorganised, so products have to be functional, robust and easy to
handle in many aspects and for different users. For the RBM chairs, stacking
ability is essential, as is lightness and mobility. Additional features are chair
suspension and row connections. Trolleys simplify transportation and storage.

RBM Ana chairs. RBM Noor Up and Allround round table 90 cm on stage

RBM Noor 6050 and RBM Emiment tables

Meeting activities – need for space and flexibility
Attending a meeting or conference at school can be inspiring and educational
for students. It brings new professional perspectives and social connections. The
environment plays a key part of this experience. It needs to be highly flexible, pleasant
and accommodating for the participants. Functionality and user friendliness solutions
makes it simple and efficient.
Sometimes we just need that small break or rest in our day, a sitting group outside the
classroom or in the lounge, suitable for a small meeting too. To simply leave the desk
and chat with our friends and students for a while.

RBM Noor Up and RBM Allround 90 cm table.

Flexible conference systems with
RBM Noor and RBM u-Connect tables.

RBM Ballet 4 leg and RBM Standard Folding table 90x60 cm

Weekend – see you Monday
At the end of the day it should be easy and practical
to leave your desk tidy and place the chair away
from the floor to make classroom cleaning easier.
The cleaning personnel will thank you.

RBM Ballet 4 leg with armrests used for
suspension on RBM Standard Folding table.

The easy way

The principal’s office
A visit to the principals office can
be intimidating, but by selecting the
right furniture, you can easily create a
more welcoming atmosphere for more
pleasant meetings.

RBM Noor footbase models and
RBM Eminent round table model

Meanwhile in the
teachers lounge
With RBM Noor footbase models and
the RBM u-Connect table
you can arrange an open, flexible
and efficient working and study
environment for the teachers. Easy to
rearrange if needed.
A versatile general combination to be
used also for students in learning and
study situations

RBM Noor sledgebase and footbase models,
RBM Eminent round table, RH Logic 400

RBM Noor footbase chairs and RBM u-Connect tables

RBM N oor

RBM Allround

RBM Noor is a colourful, wide and
versatile Scandinavian c
 ontemporary
classic that brings life to rooms. A
collection of meeting, conference
and canteen chairs with high
ergonomic comfort, adding vitality
to working spaces and sociable
places as well as for schools.

This is, as the name implies, a versatile
table. A loyal and devoted friend.
A reliable piece of furniture; functional
and allowing. And always there for
you. RBM Allround makes it easy to
assemble at any work gathering or
sociable occasion. The series includes
several useful table top shapes and
sizes, table heights and functions.

RBM Ana
RBM Noor 6050/6055

RBM Noor 6060/6065 RBM Noor 6070/6075 RBM Noor 6080/6085

RBM Noor 6090/6095

RBM Ana is a popular chair filling
assembly halls, school rooms, canteens,
meeting rooms and cafeterias with
activity. RBM Ana is easy to position
in rows and easy to stack and it has
a simple and ergonomic design,
available in a wide range of colours
applicable for polypropylene shells
as well as the steel tubular frames.

RBM Ballet

RBM Ana

RBM Ballet

RBM Ballet Medium

RBM Low-back Bella

An inspiring chair following a timeless
and modernist tradition. Works just as
well around the meeting table as in the
class room or conference room. Either
with a 4 leg base, or as a functional chair
(Ballet /Ballet Medium) with 5 star foot
base. RBM Ballet (4 leg version) is easy
to stack and may also be linked together.
Armrests are available on the 4 leg model.
RBM Ballet Medium is available
for the 5 star foot base.

RBM Low-back Bella
RBM Allround

RBM Eminent

RBM Standard Folding Table

RBM Twisted Little Star

RBM u-Connect

RBM Low-back Bella is a further
development of the classical RBM
Bella and has a lower back height and
a slim and open form with a strong
appeal. Available in various colours of
laminates, veneers and stained veneer.

RBM Em inent
RBM Eminent is a functional and
practical table which can easily be
linked to create a long table or in
other required set-up systems. Its
clean design and rugged build makes
RBM Eminent a sturdy table that can
withstand all types of daily activities.

RBM Standard Folding table
RBM Standard Folding Table is a
conference table that’s perfect for all
kinds of events, big or small. It comes in
numerous table tops of different shapes
and sizes. The table is flexible, easy to
connect, fold and stack, and requires
little space for storage with the trolley.
This makes RBM Standard Folding Table
an excellent choice for conferences,
dining areas or assembly halls.

RBM Twisted Little Star
Twisted Little Star is a playful table
with many qualities, designed to bring
people closer together. Several tables
can be connected like a jigsaw puzzle
in order to create a larger unit.

RBM u-Connect
Contemporary design and functionality.
RBM Connect has an architectural quality
that can vitalise the creative advertising
agency as well as the mobile office and
the assembly room. It is a flexible, light
and easy-to-use table.
RBM u-Connect with wheels are easily
stacked together and moved around.
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